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ŇĚẄȘ   /   Ǿčť. 21, 2016

Mǿťįǿňș fǿř Đěŀǻỳ Fįŀěđ įň Ǻňťį-Mǻŀě Bįǻș Ťįťŀě İX Ŀǻẅșųįť

(/pħǿťǿ/2016/10/21/ťħěǻťěř-přǿťěșť/)

İň Mǻỳ, șťųđěňťș șťǻģěđ ǻ přǿťěșť įň ťħě Řěỳňǿŀđș Čŀųb ǿųťșįđě ťħě ǿpěňįňģ ňįģħť pěřfǿřmǻňčě ǿf ǻ ŤǺPȘ-șpǿňșǿřěđ pŀǻỳ ťħǻť ẅǻș đįřěčťěđ bỳ ťħě pŀǻįňťįff.
Żǿě Ķǻįșěř (/čǿňťřįbųťǿř/żǿě-ķǻįșěř/) / Ťħě Čħįčǻģǿ Mǻřǿǿň

Bỳ Ǻđǻm Ťħǿřp (/čǿňťřįbųťǿř/ǻđǻm-ťħǿřp/) 
(ħťťpș://ẅẅẅ.fǻčěbǿǿķ.čǿm/șħǻřěř/șħǻřěř.pħp?
ų=ħťťpș%3Ǻ%2F%2Fẅẅẅ.čħįčǻģǿmǻřǿǿň.čǿm%2Fǻřťįčŀě%2F2016%2F10%2F21%2Fmǿťįǿňș-

đěŀǻỳ-fįŀěđ-ǻňťį-mǻŀě-bįǻș-ťįťŀě-įx-
ŀǻẅșųį%2F) 

(ħťťp://ťẅįťťěř.čǿm/įňťěňť/ťẅěěť?
șťǻťųș=Mǿťįǿňș%20fǿř%20Đěŀǻỳ%20Fįŀěđ%20įň%20Ǻňťį-
Mǻŀě%20Bįǻș%20Ťįťŀě%20İX%20Ŀǻẅșųįť+ħťťpș%3Ǻ%2F%2Fẅẅẅ.čħįčǻģǿmǻřǿǿň.čǿm%2Fǻřťįčŀě%2F2016%2F10%2F21%2Fmǿťįǿňș-

đěŀǻỳ-fįŀěđ-ǻňťį-mǻŀě-bįǻș-ťįťŀě-įx-
ŀǻẅșųį%2F) 

(ħťťp://ẅẅẅ.ŀįňķěđįň.čǿm/șħǻřěǺřťįčŀě?
mįňį=ťřųě&ųřŀ=ħťťpș%3Ǻ%2F%2Fẅẅẅ.čħįčǻģǿmǻřǿǿň.čǿm%2Fǻřťįčŀě%2F2016%2F10%2F21%2Fmǿťįǿňș-

đěŀǻỳ-fįŀěđ-ǻňťį-mǻŀě-bįǻș-ťįťŀě-įx-

ŀǻẅșųį%2F&ťįťŀě=Mǿťįǿňș%20fǿř%20Đěŀǻỳ%20Fįŀěđ%20įň%20Ǻňťį-
Mǻŀě%20Bįǻș%20Ťįťŀě%20İX%20Ŀǻẅșųįť&șǿųřčě=ħťťp%3Ǻ%2F%2Fẅẅẅ.čħįčǻģǿmǻřǿǿň.čǿm)

The University of Chicago and a student suing it for anti-male discrimination (https://www.chicagomaroon.com/article/2016/8/31/why-a-
male-student-accused-of-sexual-assault-is-suing-the-university-under-title-ix/) in its pursuit of sexual assault investigations against him
have jointly filed a motion to delay the case until that investigation has reached its conclusion.  

The student, referred to as “John Doe” in court documents, sued the University in August, alleging that the University discriminated against
him as a male in its investigation of two sexual assault allegations against him. One of those investigations, into a sexual assault that allegedly
occurred the fall of 2013, is ongoing. The other complaint filed was decided in his favor in 2014. 

“John Doe” is also suing the student whose complaint prompted that investigation ("Jane Doe"). His lawsuit says that she defamed him in
social media posts that indicated that he had raped her.  

The motion filed by the University and “John Doe” would move the date by which the University has to reply to his complaint from October
24 to January 10. The motion argues that the result of the University’s investigation, expected in November or December, might prompt
changes to John Doe’s complaint. The complaint argues that the investigation is being conducted unfairly and “could result in John Doe’s
permanent expulsion from [the University of Chicago] given the anti-male gender bias at UC.” 

"Jane Doe's" lawyer filed a similar motion shortly after "John Doe" and the University's joint motion was filed. If granted, it would move the
date she has to respond to "John Doe's" complaint to January 10 as well.   

Lawyers in the case will present their motion Monday morning, the day the University had originally been instructed to reply to the
complaint. 

Editor’s Note: Based on information available in now-public court documents, it is possible to identify the parties in this lawsuit. The
Maroon chose not to identify them because “John Doe” is a plaintiff in a defamation lawsuit, and reporting his name might further this alleged
defamation, and because “Jane Doe” alleges that she is a victim of sexual assault, and The Maroon, like many media organizations, does not
report the names of alleged victims of sexual assault without the victim’s permission in cases when the victim’s name is not widely known. 

 (/ǻřťįčŀě/2016/8/31/ẅħỳ-ǻ-mǻŀě-șťųđěňť-ǻččųșěđ-ǿf-șěxųǻŀ-ǻșșǻųŀť-įș-șųįňģ-ťħě-ųňįvěřșįťỳ-ųňđěř-ťįťŀě-įx/)

ŘĚĿǺŤĚĐ ČǾVĚŘǺĢĚ

Ẅħỳ ǻ Mǻŀě Șťųđěňť Ǻččųșěđ ǿf Șěxųǻŀ Ǻșșǻųŀť İș Șųįňģ ťħě
Ųňįvěřșįťỳ Ųňđěř Ťįťŀě İX (/ǻřťįčŀě/2016/8/31/ẅħỳ-ǻ-mǻŀě-
șťųđěňť-ǻččųșěđ-ǿf-șěxųǻŀ-ǻșșǻųŀť-įș-șųįňģ-ťħě-ųňįvěřșįťỳ-
ųňđěř-ťįťŀě-įx/)

Bỳ Ǻđǻm Ťħǿřp (/čǿňťřįbųťǿř/ǻđǻm-ťħǿřp/) ǻňđ Ǻňňě Ňǻżżǻřǿ (/čǿňťřįbųťǿř/ǻňňě-ňǻżżǻřǿ/)

The case states that, in its treatment of the plaintiff, the University was “motivated by pro-female, anti-male bias.”

ŇĚẄȘ   /   Ǻųģ. 31, 2016
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